
Variable speeds: With Console Connect, select speeds 
from 1Mbps to 10,000Mbps in over 500 data centers

Reliable and Consistent: Dedicated, high capacity link 
ensures the performance is reliable and consistent when 
compared to the public Internet

Private and Secure: The highest level of protection with 
private, secure layer 1 or layer 2 links into the Cloudflare 
network. 

Software Defined: Software defined and managed 
means on-demand provisioning with user controlled 
scalability. Flex bandwidth on-demand to meet business 
needs, avoiding idle capacity and wasted costs.

Cloudflare + Console Connect Connectivity
Reduce latency and reliance on public internet with private, secure connectivity to Cloudflare 
powered by Console Connect
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Challenges
Enterprises increasingly need to store more regulated and 
sensitive data at the network edge.  This increases the urgency 
of connecting edge networks to data centers privately and 
securely.  Exposing network traffic to the open internet 
introduces additional risks, latency, and difficult-to-forecast 
bandwidth costs.

Solution
Cloudflare’s partnership with Console Connect allows mutual 
customers to connect privately at Layer 2, without requiring 
added physical cabling. Customers simply order a port and 
virtual connection through the Console Connect portal, and the 
Console Connect platform establishes the connection to all 
Cloudflare’s services while maintaining connectivity to 
customers’ traditional cloud provider.

All Layer 2 virtual connections are delivered across PCCW 
Global’s MPLS network, delivering higher levels of network 
performance, speed and security, as well as lower latency. 

Benefits

Console Connect and Cloudflare One
Combining Cloudflare One, the Enterprise network-as-a- 
service offering from Cloudflare, with Console Connect’s SDN 
capabilities and high-performance global network, customers 
receive a more secure, lower cost connection between your 
network and Cloudflare’s network.

Availability
The Cloudflare / Console Connect Network Interconnection 
offering is currently live in 14 markets in the following 
locations:
Americas -- Ashburn, Chicago, Dallas, New York, San Jose, 
Seattle and Toronto
Europe -- Frankfurt, London and Milan
Asia -- Singapore, Tokyo and Sydney
Africa -- Johannesburg
For additional locations, please contact your Console 
Connect or Cloudflare Account Manager.
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250 cities, 100+ countries 
100 Tbps network capacity

● Cloudflare is accessible from every Console Connect 
location

● DDoS mitigation from every Cloudflare data center 

● Every server in every data center runs the full stack of 
services incl. DDoS mitigation, CDN, WAF, etc.

● Cloudflare network capacity = DDoS mitigation 
capacity = 100 Tbps


